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as outside, so inside
ClinkEr gEm in ThE hOmE OF plAsTEr FACAdEs. 
BurnT sErEniTy wiTh JOinT pATTErn.
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grEEn TECh Building mATEriAl ClinkEr BriCk slips 
sustainable facades for conteMporary architecture



BOTTiCinis “insidE And OuTsidE” BriCk slip COnCEpT – mOrE ThAn “visuAl COnTinuiTy”. 

but what other facade material is better suited to withstand the large temperature fluctuations in 

brescia outside and the permanently chlorine-laden air inside? this eiFs facade is not only progressive, 

but also a smart energy-saving skin.

MoMpiano swiMMing centre  .  brescia  .  italy

“senza fronzoli!” it is a nice coincidence that “google Translate” translated the words used by one of the largest italian 

architectural journals in the title of its report about this building as “without plaster”. Although it would be more cor-

rect to say: “without frills” – and fortunately both claims are true. This apparently archaic facade certainly gives a more 

progressive impression than plaster in the somewhat traditional neighbourhood of mompiano. sintered brick slips 

exude an inherent high-class quality, and in this building they cover not only the outside but also the inside.

top architect camillo botticini calls his “matching inside and outside” facade concept “visual continuity”. whatever 

one wants to call it, he has in any case claimed another international award in the „public buildings“ category with 

this stunning example of municipal architecture. this gem proudly fits into the established structure of the surround-

ings with aesthetic disharmony, in the process combining a surprising number of aspects of successful contemporary 

architecture. the compact volume of the almost 20,000 m2 activity area is divided into subtly defined components, 

without losing its sense of unity.

hidden behind the facade are three functional core areas. a water-polo competition pool (33 x 25 metres) with a 

stand and 800 seats. indoor and outdoor sports pools for public bathing and a fitness centre with a bar area. different 

entrances divide professional areas from leisure activities – these are thus independent. and yet everything seems  

very integrated in this building, including the outside areas.

Top architect Botticini created the facade of the “Brescia Swim-

ming Centre” using a total of 5,260 m2 of clinker brick slips in

“336 metallic black”.

as outside, so inside
clinker geM in the hoMe of plaster facades. 
burnt serenity with continuous lines.
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successfully placing rectilinear contemporary architecture in the midst of a development plan with a gable roof 

requirement is a challenge. At least there were no legal building requirements in terms of the facade design for this 

detached house. Because the contemporary facade is not only a beautifully designed shell – it is also a state-of-the-

art skin that breathes due to the use of natural materials.

contemporary architecture is a popular and generally overused term. but what does contemporary mean? what are 

the criteria for calling architecture “contemporary”? the skilful balance between livability, sustainability and design 

provocation? transitionless room concepts with a strong connection between inside and outside? the contemporary 

facade, at least, is energy efficient, enduringly stylish, natural and easy to maintain.

on a 1,850 m2 plot, wom architects have created a unique building that stands out in an expanding market town with 

a population of 20,000. a building that polarises opinion not only in lustenau. but then vorarlberg‘s architects are well-

known for progressive design. the austrian architect peter oles has not only chosen to use clinker brick slips on the 

external facade. he also uses them as a design means to connect the exterior with the interior. sintered brick slips and 

an exterior insulation and finishing system make the facade not only energy efficient and natural – but also enduringly 

stylish and easy to maintain. or you could simply say contemporary.

ConteMporary arChiteCture
progressive facades are energy efficient. 
and have a stylish shell.

Architect Peter Oles opted for STRÖHER clinker brick slips from 

the Zeitlos range in the colour “kohleglanz”.  A total of 375 m2 of 

clinker brick slips with the NF format, as well as 1,200 matching 

corner tiles, were used on the facade.

brick slip dreaM  .  lustenau  .  austria
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inTElligEnT usE OF EnErgy – QuAliTy mArk OF COnTEmpOrAry ArChiTECTurE.

less energy consumption for heating and lighting without compromising on comfort and safety.

there is no contradiction: builders can make use of effective thermal insulation systems featuring mo-

dern cladding materials, as well as energy-saving heating systems and shading, indoor-climate and 

lighting systems with need-based control. today, successful contemporary architecture means more 

than just a rectilinear design.



ConteMporary arChiteCture
progressive facades are energy efficient. 
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caMpus ii  .  dornbirn  .  austria

situated directly next to the dornbirn Ache river, the 

new second building measuring 2,800 m2 now forms 

the northern boundary of the site. At 4 storeys high, 

it remains considerably lower than the 6 storey main 

building completed at the end of 2009. however, the 

design characteristics of the facades demonstrate uni-

ty: brick slips and floor-to-ceiling windows. 

at campus ii, public event space and an entire floor con-

taining very small, flexible office units – which can even 

be leased by the day – so-called “coworking space”, 

have been created. the already excellent site manage-

ment services have been improved even further with 

a restaurant and an inter-company day nursery. cam-

pus dornbirn is now regarded as the prime location 

for business, knowledge and creativity in vorarlberg. 

and the design forum based there is seen as the prime  

dialogue, presentation and networking platform for  

design and design-related disciplines. 

building as a proCess
to find the best possible solution, stay open.
until the end.
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AT CAmpus i iT wAs nECEssAry TO BrEAk CrAss CliChés FOr ThE BriCk-slip FACAdE.

on Campus ii, the facade appearance no longer meets with displeasure among the local population. 

also the architects seem to have moved away from their original version of a curtain wall with large 

grey-black shapes. because they have again opted for a brick-slip facade on normal eiFs for the second 

phase of construction. and for good reason. because with this sustainable green tech clinker facade 

they were nominated for several facade prices.

As was also the case with Campus I, the standard colour “336 metallic black” was modified to create a special architecture firing 

at the request of the architects Aicher Architekten. A total of 1,583 m² of brick slips were used during the second phase of construction.



building as a proCess
to find the best possible solution, stay open.
until the end.
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Max 13  .  cologne  .  gerMany

There are things one should not skimp on. Even, or perhaps especially, if it is a rental property belonging to  

a property fund. 101 affordable rental properties in a sought-after, inner-city residential area, max 13 focu-

ses on sustainability, compact floor plans and a solid building structure. But also has a sympathetic eye for the  

details.                                                                                                                                                               

brick-built rather than a steel-framed or timber-framed construction. even the shell of Max 13 is more than simply off 

the shelf. this is also reflected in the facade. indeed, the six buildings are integrated into the architectural language 

of the „Max-wallraff-straße“ district and demonstrate belonging. in facade design, however, one works with contrasts. 

here, the architects a+m architekten play with asymmetrical arrangements and alternate the facade materials plaster, 

panels and clinker bricks slips.

the space allocation at Max 13 is mainly tailored towards 1-room and 2-room apartments. investors expect the stron-

gest increase in demand on the rental market to be in this segment over the next 20 years. with an eye on the future, 

as well as ample car parking spaces, it is also intended to provide 200 parking spaces for bicycles. the city is 10 minutes 

away by bike and the stadtwald forest about 10 minutes on foot. there is a view of the cathedral by taking the lift to 

the upper floors. the 3-metre-deep balconies are an equally nice detail, as are the architecture firing brick slips, which 

are specially tailored to the Max 13 colour concept. a detail which promises enduring high-quality and warm accents 

for the facade.

enduring values
solid building structure. nice details. and 
sintered brick slips in the Max 13 architecture firing.

1,300 m2 of clinker brick slips were developed specially for this 

building as architecture firing No. 433 from STRÖHER.  

In addition, 13,846 corner tiles were produced to create

a perfect brickwork effect on the facade.
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“TrAdEmArk ArChiTECTurE” – dEsign dETAils ThAT Add vAluE.

Floor plans oriented to the east and west – for open-plan living. Floor-to-ceiling windows 

and balconies with glass parapets – for optimal natural light. architecture firing brick slips 

specially tailored to the Max 13 colour concept - for enduring high-quality and warm facade 

accents between cool, white plaster: trademark of architects a+m architekten. 

architecture brand for buildings: our trademark.


